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Abstract

In this paper, we propose an unsupervised face clustering algorithm called

“Proximity-Aware Hierarchical Clustering” (PAHC) that exploits the local struc-

ture of deep representations. In the proposed method, a similarity measure

between deep features is computed by evaluating linear SVM margins, which

are learned using nearest neighbors of sample data. Clusters are then formed

by applying agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC). We evaluate the clus-

tering performance using four unconstrained face datasets, including Celebrity

in Frontal-Profile (CFP), Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW), IARPA JANUS

Benchmark A (IJB-A), and IARPA JANUS Benchmark B (IJB-B) datasets.

Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed approach can achieve im-

proved performance over state-of-the-art methods. Moreover, we show the pro-

posed clustering algorithm has the potential to be applied to actively learn

robust deep face representations by first harvesting sufficient number of un-

seen face images through curation of large-scale dataset, e.g. the MS-Celeb-1M

dataset. By training DCNNs on the curated MS-Celeb-1M dataset which con-

tains over three million face images, improved representation for face images are

learned.
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